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Estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs) address broad classes of optimization problems by learning explicit probabilistic models of promising solutions found so far and sampling the built models to generate new candidate solutions. By incorporating advanced machine learning techniques into genetic and evolutionary algorithms, EDAs can scalably solve many challenging problems, significantly outperforming standard genetic and evolutionary algorithms and other optimization techniques. In the recent decade, many impressive results have been produced in the design, theoretical investigation, and applications of EDAs.

An EDA evolves a population of candidate solutions to the given problem. Each iteration starts by evaluating the candidate solutions and selecting promising solutions so that solutions of higher quality are given more copies than solutions of lower quality. EDAs can use any standard selection method of genetic and evolutionary algorithms, such as binary tournament selection. Next, a probabilistic model is build for the selected solutions and new solutions are generated by sampling the built probabilistic model. New solutions are then incorporated into the original population using some replacement strategy, and the next iteration is executed unless the termination criteria have been met. EDAs usually differ in the representation of candidate solutions, the considered class of probabilistic models, or the procedures for learning and sampling probabilistic models.
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Advances in Databases and Information Systems (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2012

	This volume is the second one of the 16th East-European Conference on Advances in Databases and Information Systems (ADBIS 2012), held on September 18-21, 2012, in PoznaÅ„, Poland. The first one has been published in the LNCS series.


	This volume includes 27 research contributions, selected out of 90. The contributions cover a...
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Deep Learning with PyTorch: A practical approach to building neural network models using PyTorchPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build neural network models in text, vision and advanced analytics using PyTorch

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn PyTorch for implementing cutting-edge deep learning algorithms.
	
			Train your neural networks for higher speed and flexibility and learn how to implement them in various...
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Raspberry Pi Robotic BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Utilize the powerful ingredients of Raspberry Pi to bring to life your amazing robots that can act, draw, and have fun with laser tags


	About This Book

	
		Learn to implement a number of features offered by Raspberry Pi to build your own amazing robots
	
		Understand how to add vision and voice to...
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jQuery  Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2010
jQuery a rich bundle of JavaScript libraries that helps users apply dynamic functionality to web pages with great ease. jQuery provides several powerful features, including the ability to access a part of a web page, modify the content on fly, add animation, apply AJAX, and more.

This book uses a problem-solution approach to...
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Mechanical Reliability Improvement: Probability and Statistics for Experimental TestingCRC Press, 2002
Mechanical reliability analysis is no longer limited to a small collection of classical statistical analyses. The speed of the present generation of microcomputers makes it possible to program and evaluate alternative computerintensive analyses for each mechanical reliability application of specific interest. Thus computer-intensive analyses are...
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The Definitive Guide to Apache MyFaces and FaceletsApress, 2008
In the four years that the Sun, IBM, and MyFaces implementations have been available, the MyFaces project has arguably been the front-runner when it comes to innovation and dexterity. It also is the most responsive to user issues and has a vibrant community that ensures progression (you can always find free support on the mailing lists). With...
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